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Abstract— Clustering is the process of grouping a set of objects
into a number of clusters. K-means and Fuzzy c-means (FCM)
algorithm have been extensively used in cluster analysis.
However, they are sensitive to noise and do not include any
information about spatial context. A Penalized Fuzzy c-means
algorithm (PFCM) was developed to overcome the drawbacks of
FCM algorithm. Euclidean distance measure is commonly used
by many researchers in traditional clustering algorithms. In this
paper, a comparative study on hybrid fuzzy data clustering
algorithm using different distance metrics such as Euclidean, City
Block and Chessboard is proposed. The K-means, FCM and
hybrid K-PFCM algorithms are experimented and tested on five
real-world benchmark data sets from UCI machine learning
repository. The experimental results show that FCM and hybrid
K-PFCM algorithms report good performance for Chessboard
distance. The hybrid K-PFCM algorithm shows best objective
function value than K-means algorithm. The performance of the
algorithms is also evaluated through standard cluster validity
measures. The Hybrid K-PFCM algorithm is effective under the
criteria of PC, PE and intra-cluster distance.
Index Terms— Data clustering, K-means, Fuzzy c-means,
Penalized Fuzzy c-means, Hybrid K-PFCM, Distance metrics,
Cluster validity measures.

I. INTRODUCTION
Most organizations generate enormous amount of data and
store them in files, databases or other repositories. In recent
days, the data continues to grow at a phenomenal rate. The
huge amount of stored data contains valuable information,
which could be used to increase the efficiency, to provide
valuable services to customers and to gain the competitive
advantage. Extracting information and knowledge from a
large database is a difficult task. Hence, a process for
converting huge volume of data to knowledge will become
invaluable. The area of knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) has arisen over the last decade to address this
challenge.
Data mining is one of the steps in KDD process. It is
defined as finding meaningful information in a database. It is
the process of extracting previously unknown, valid and
potentially useful information from large databases. There
are many data mining functions including association rules,
classification, clustering, regression, summarization,
sequence discovery and time series analysis [1].
Clustering is a process of grouping a set of data elements
into a number of clusters such that data elements within the
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same cluster are similar to one another and are dissimilar to
the elements in other clusters.
There are many methods for solving clustering problems in
the literature. K-means and Fuzzy c-means algorithm are the
important partitioning methods and are widely used for data
clustering and image segmentation. However, they are
sensitive to noise and are easily struck at local optima. They
do not incorporate any information about spatial context. To
overcome the drawbacks of fuzzy c-means algorithm, many
derivatives were proposed in the literature. Penalized FCM
algorithm (PFCM) is one such algorithm to produce effective
and robust result. Distance metrics have played key role in
data clustering problems. Distance metric is used to
determine the similarity between data points. Euclidean
distance is commonly used in many classical fuzzy clustering
algorithms. In this paper, we study the performance of
K-means, FCM and hybrid K-PFCM algorithms for data
clustering problems by using different distance metrics
including Euclidean, City Block and Chessboard. We
evaluate the algorithms through benchmark data sets such as
Wine, Teaching Assistant Evaluation, Mammographic Mass,
Image Segmentation, and Glass.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes the background which includes the
clustering algorithms and the related works of K-means, FCM
and PFCM algorithms. In section 3, Methodology is
explained. Experimental Results and Discussions are given in
section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss the basic concepts of clustering
algorithms and related works of K-means, FCM and PFCM.
A. Clustering Algorithms
Clustering is a technique for the discovery of knowledge
from a data set. It is used to group the data items into clusters
such that similar items are placed in the same cluster while
dissimilar items are placed in different clusters. The
groupings of data items are based on similarity, dissimilarity
metrics or distance metrics. Clustering of data is generally
based on two methods, namely, hierarchical methods and
partitioning methods [2][3].
Hierarchical methods:
These methods create a
hierarchical decomposition of the objects. They can be
categorized as bottom-up (agglomerative) and top-down
(divisive). Bottom-up methods start with each object forming
a separate group. They successively merge the objects that
are close to one another, until all the groups are merged into
one or until a termination condition holds.
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Top-down methods begin with one object in a single cluster
and then split the cluster into smaller groups until each object
is in one cluster.
Partitioning methods: These methods partition the
database into predefined number of clusters. Given a
database of ‘N’ objects, they attempt to determine ‘K’ clusters
or groups, which satisfy the following conditions: each object
must belong to exactly one group and each group must
contain at least one object.
One of the most important fuzzy clustering algorithms is
fuzzy c-means algorithm. The problem of fuzzy clustering is
to partition a collection of n data elements
X  {x1 , x2 ,...xn } into a collection of c cluster centers

Z  {z1 , z2 ,...zc } with respect to minimization criterion. In
this algorithm, the membership values are given by
U  uij [0,1], i  1, 2,...n ; j  1, 2...c where each
membership value

uij indicates the degree to which element

xi belongs to cluster z j .
Clustering has been used in many application areas,
including marketing, customer segmentation, image
segmentation, pattern recognition, image processing,
document retrieval, supplier selection and microarray gene
expression [4][5].
B. Related Works
K-means algorithm is the center-based hard partitional
clustering method [1] [6] [7]. Fuzzy c-means algorithm is
developed by Dunn [8] in 1973 and improved by Bezdek [9]
in 1981. K-means and FCM are widely used to solve data
clustering problems and are also applied in many real-world
applications. LiXiang Jun et al. [10] proposed fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm for macro-economic forecast. Singh
Yadav et al. [11] proposed fuzzy c-means clustering
technique for student academic performance evaluation. The
drawbacks of K-means and FCM algorithms are sensitive to
initial cluster centers and converge to local optimal solution.
Miin-Shen Yang [12] made the fuzzy extension of the
classification maximum likelihood (CML) procedure in
conjunction with fuzzy c-partitions and called it a class of
fuzzy CML procedures. They derived a generalized type of
fuzzy c-means clustering algorithms, called the penalized
FCM (PFCM) algorithms. Miin-Shen Yang and Chen-Feng
Su [13] described proposed three approaches, namely Wolfe
EM, FCM and PFCM to estimate parameters of normal
mixtures. Yong Yang and Shuying Huang [14] presented a
novel extended FCM algorithm for image segmentation.

a  {a1 , a2 ...ac } be the set of cluster centers.
i. Select ‘c’ cluster centers randomly from the data set.
ii. Determine the distance between the data points and cluster
centers.
iii. Assign each data point xi to its nearest cluster center a j

iv.
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where

n j is the number of data points belonging to the j-th

cluster
v. Repeat the steps (ii) to (iv) until convergence is reached.
vi. Return the final cluster centers.
Step 2: Calculate the distance using centers from step 1 and
obtain the membership values by using
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Step 6: Calculate the distance

d ij2

Step 7: Calculate the objective function value

J PFCM (U (t 1) , a) by using
c

n

c

n

J PFCM (U (t 1) , a)   uijm dij2    uijm ln  (jt 1)
j 1 i 1

j 1 i 1

(5)
where,

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Hybrid K-PFCM Algorithms
Hybrid algorithms are based on the combination of two or
more algorithms. Recently hybrid algorithms are mainly used
for improving the performance of clustering results. In this
paper, K-means and PFCM algorithms are integrated for
solving data clustering problems.
The algorithm is
experimented with benchmark data sets for different distance
metrics including Euclidean, City Block and Chessboard.
The K-PFCM Algorithm is described below:

X  {x1 , x 2 ...x n } be the set of data points and

Step 1: Let

  0, j  0 ,

c


j 1

j

 1 , j and

dij || xi  a j || ,
Step 8: Find the new membership values
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uij 

(dij2   ln  j )
c

 (d
k 1

Step 7: If

2
ik

1

  ln  k )

value of PFCM depends on the parameter  . When

( m 1)
1

( m 1)

max | uij(t 1)  uij(t ) |  then stop otherwise go to

B. Distance Metrics
Clustering methods use distance metrics to determine the
similarity or dissimilarity between any pair of objects. The
distance between data and centroid can be measured using
distance metrics. The following are the important properties
of distance metrics [15][16][17][18]:

2.
3.
4.

d ( x, y)  0 for every x and y
d ( x, y)  0 only if x = y
d ( x, x)  0 for every x
d ( x, y)  d ( y, x) for every x and y
d ( x, z)  d ( x, y)  d ( y, z) for every x, y and z

5.
In this paper, we have studied the performance of K-means,
FCM and K-PFCM algorithms using Euclidean, City Block
and Chessboard distance metrics.
Euclidean Distance
This distance metric is commonly used for clustering
applications. It is also called L2 distance or Pythagorean
metric. It is calculated by the following formula:

d ( x, z ) || x  z ||

n

 (x  z )
i 1

i

2

i

(7)

City Block Distance
This distance metric is also called L1 distance or
Manhattan distance. The city block distance between data
vector x and the centroid z is given by
n

d ( x, z )   | xi  zi |

(8)

i 1

Chessboard Distance
This distance metric is also called Chebyshev norm or L∞
norm. It is named after Pafnuty Lvovich Chebyshev. The
Chebyshev distance between data vector x and the centroid z
is given by

d ( x, z )  max | xi  zi |
i 1,2...n

(9)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objective of this paper is to study the performance of
K-PFCM algorithm to data clustering problems using
different distance metrics. The performance is measured by
the objective function value and cluster validity measures
such as PC, PE and intra-cluster distance. The algorithms are
implemented using Java program. We used a PC Pentium IV
by considering the maximum of 100 iterations and 10
independent test runs for K-means, FCM and K-PFCM with
the parameter setting of stop criterion Є = 0.00001, weighting
exponent m = 2 and  =0.5. The weighting exponent m and
the parameter  have played key role in FCM and
K-PFCM algorithms respectively. The objective function
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= 0,

J PFCM becomes J FCM .

(6)

step 4

1.



The following five real-world data sets from UCI machine
learning repository have been considered:
Data set 1: The wine data set has 178 data points with 13
attributes such as alcohol, malic acid, ash, alkalinity of ash,
magnesium, total phenols, flavanoids, nonflavanoid phenols,
prothocyanins, color intensity, hue, OD280/OD315. There
are three categories in the data set: class 1(59 instances), class
2 (71 instances) and class 3 (48 instances).
Data set 2: The teaching assistant evaluation data set
consists of 151 objects and 3 different types of classes
characterized by 5 attributes.
Data set 3: The mammographic mass data set, which consists
of 961 instances and 2 different types characterized by 5
attributes.
Data set 4: The training image segmentation data set has 210
instances, which consist of seven classes namely brick face,
sky, foliage, cement, window, path and grass characterized by
19 attributes.
Data set 5: The glass data set has 214 instances with 9
attributes and 6 classes.
Table I summarizes these five data sets with their
characteristics. The comparison of K-means and K-PFCM
with respect to the best objective function value is given in
Table II. The best, average and worst objective function
values (OFV) are shown in the Table III for Euclidean, City
Block and Chessboard distance metrics. Both FCM and
K-PFCM algorithms based on Chessboard distance shows
better objective function values than Euclidean distance and
City Block distance for all the five data sets. Figures 1-3 show
the best OFV of K-PFCM of three different distance measures
on various data sets. The quality of clustering is evaluated
using cluster validity measures such as PC, PE and
intra-cluster distance [19]. Table IV summarizes the cluster
validity measures.
The Maxdis and Mindis of K-PFCM Algorithm for
Chessboard distance are shown in Table V. The Maxdis
represents the maximum distance between the cluster centers
and Mindis represents the minimum distance between the
cluster centers. Intra-cluster distance is average of the sum of
all the distances between the objects within a cluster and the
centroid of the cluster. The smaller intra-cluster value has the
higher quality of clustering. It is observed that K-PFCM
based on Chessboard distance has maximum PC, minimum
PE and minimum intra-cluster distance. Table VI shows the
results of cluster validity measures of FCM and K-PFCM
algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Clustering is an important technique for grouping of data
sets into group of clusters or classes. The fuzzy clustering
problem is one of the difficult problems to solve optimally in
nature. Many classical clustering algorithms were based on
Euclidean distance metric. In this paper, we have made an
attempt to study the performances of K-means, FCM and
K-PFCM with different distance metrics such as Euclidean,
City Block and Chessboard.
Five real-world data sets from
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UCI machine learning repository, including Wine, Teaching Assistant Evaluation, Mammographic Mass, Image Segmentation,
and Glass were chosen to validate the performance of the algorithms. The experimental results showed that FCM and K-PFCM
algorithms reported good results for Chessboard distance. K-PFCM algorithm showed minimum objective function value than
K-means algorithm for all the distance metrics. The results also revealed that the K-PFCM gave the better PC, PE and
intra-cluster distance.
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Fig. 1 Best Objective Function Value of K-PFCM algorithm for Wine, Image Segmentation and Mammographic Mass data sets

Fig. 2 Best Objective Function Value of K-PFCM algorithm for Teaching Assistant Evaluation data set

Fig. 3 Best Objective Function Value of K- PFCM algorithm for Glass data set
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